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Product safety recalls:
Recall effectiveness
Elissa Membrey  - Assistant Director Recalls Monitoring 
UNCTAD 4 May 2023

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
HelloI’m Elissa Membrey from the Recalls Monitoring Team at the ACCC.My team is one of 2 that works on recalls here.The recalls publishing team, assesses, and publishes recalls.My team monitors how recalls are performing, working with suppliers to improve their recall strategy so that consumers receive the recall message and act. Today I will take you through an overview of the legal framework for recalls in Australia, the recall process,  how we work to improve their effectiveness and the challenges we face. I’ll take you through an overview of our new recall guidelines for suppliers that we released in April this year, including our communications package. 
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Australia’s product safety system

• One legislation, many regulators
• The Australian Consumer Law
• ACCC
• State and Territory regulators

• Specialist regulators
• Different government agencies are responsible for regulating the safety of different products

• Agricultural products, asbestos, building materials, chemicals, therapeutic medicines, medical devices and medical 
tests, electrical goods, gas products, food and products, road vehicles, smoking and tobacco, veterinary chemical 
products. 

• Products that are covered by a specialist regime may also be a consumer good covered by the Australian Consumer Law

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
First is an overview of the product safety system in AustraliaWe use a one law, many regulators approach.The Australian Consumer Law covers consumer product safety provisions, including voluntary and compulsory recalls, mandatory safety standards, product bans, safety warning notices and mandatory reporting. The ACCC and specialist agencies have arrangements in place to identify which agency is the lead agency when a product safety issue occurs.The regulators share responsibility for enforcement and administration of the product safety components of the Australian Consumer LawWe also work with many specialist regulators. Each of the products listed here have separate regulations and these are then administered by the specialist regulator . They are still covered by the Australian Consumer Law. When both the ACL and other laws apply, we have arrangements in place for who receives, published and monitors recalls. For example, road vehicles are subject to the Australian Design Rules, and the Department of Infrastructure are responsible for negotiating and monitoring any safety recalls for vehicles.Each state has their own regulators for electrical and gas products. We work very closely with these regulators. 
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The legal framework 

• Supplier led
• Notify within 2 days of taking recall action
• If they supplied product overseas, they need to tell them in writing as soon as practical and give a copy of this notice to 

us within 10 days
• Recall notice is published on the internet by the ACCC

Voluntary recall

• Ordered by the Commonwealth Minister:
• When a product will or may cause injury to a person, or does not meet a safety standard or ban under the Australian 

Consumer Law, and
• When the Minister considers that one or more suppliers have not taken satisfactory action to prevent the goods from 

causing injury
• State and territory ministers can also issue a compulsory recall notice for products in their jurisdictions

Compulsory recall

• Information gathering powers, enforcement action, safety warning notice 

Legislative powers

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Onto the legislationVoluntary recallsMost recalls are either initiated by suppliers who become aware of safety issues, or they may be negotiated by the ACCC or other regulators when it’s been identified that consumer products are unsafe.. Suppliers must notify to us of a recall within 2 days of taking recall actionThere is certain information they need to provide us when notifying. if they have supplied the product overseas to another person, they have to notify that person as soon as practicable – and then give a copy of the notice to the ACCC within 10 daysWe publish recalls on the Product Safety Australia website.  We monitor recalls for general consumer goods. This includes making sure there is an an effective recall strategy in place to remove the unsafe product from the market and from consumers.Compulsory recallsA Commonwealth, state or territory minister responsible for administering the ACL can issue a compulsory recall notice when they consider that the consumer goods:• will or may injure someone, or using them in a reasonably foreseeable way will or may injure someone• do not comply with a safety standard; or• are the subject of an interim or permanent banand,  it appears a supplier has not taken satisfactory action to prevent the consumer goods injuring someone. Unless there is an imminent danger to the public, the Commonwealth minister must notify suppliers in writing of a proposed recall (a proposed recall notice) and give them an opportunity to request a conference.  Using a compulsory recall notice, a responsible minister can require suppliers to:• recall the consumer goods• disclose to the public, , that the consumer goods have a defect or dangerous characteristic, and what this is • the circumstances when a use or misuse of the goods is dangerous• explain to the publichow to dispose of the goods. The notice can also include:• how the supplier must take action• deadlines for doing so.We also have other mechanisms we can use with recalls, including compulsory information gathering powers, enforcement action, and issuing safety warning notices



Challenges

Legislation

• No specific powers to monitor voluntary recalls

• Compulsory recall is a resource intensive process

Complex regulatory environment

• Interactions between general consumer goods and 
specialist safety regulatory regime

• Inconsistent approaches across jurisdictions

Resourcing

• Limit to the number of recalls that we can actively  
monitor

Suppliers

• Fear of negative publicity with a safety recall

• Delays due to suppliers' legal reps

• Resourcing – not wanting to spend time on recalls

Consumers

• Consumers not responding to recall messages

• Overcoming behavioural bias

• Not having direct contact details for consumers

• Low value products, or products sold a long time ago
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are many challenges when conducting an effective product safety recallLegislationThe ACCC doesn’t have audit or recall reporting powersfor voluntary recalls. Knowing how a recall is progressing helps us to understand how effective the campaign is, if there are any complaints or incidents that are not reportable under the mandatory reporting requirements and whether we need to get involved.But most suppliers do report to us. , But we may consider using information gathering powers to obtain information from suppliers when the need arises,..The process of recommending the Cth Minster issues a compulsory recall is lengthy and resource heavy. Often we need technical advice, and prefer this is to be from an independent body. Many regulatorsThere are many specialist regulators in Australia and the system is quite complex. Specialist regulators, assist us in understanding the risk, and will need to approve the remedy for recall. Because there are many regulators, it can be challenging in navigating the complexity of the different regulations. ResourcingThere is a limit to the number of recalls that we can actively monitor. SuppliersOften there are multiple suppliers and complex supply chain networks, so it can be difficult working out who is ultimately responsible for running the recall, and making sure others in the supply chain follow the recall notice. Suppliers often fear that they will receive negative publicity with safety recalls and may not want to advertise it broadly. We will point supplier to EU research that consumers think more favourably of suppliers if a safety recall is well run.ConsumersFinally, we all face challenges with finding ways to get consumers to act on recall messages. We work with suppliers to make the process as simple as possible, including minimising the steps consumers need to take and adding in incentives. We also assist suppliers with how to address behavioural bias. 



Recall process
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Alerted to safety issues, identify 
products and assess risk. 

Tell the ACCC within 2 days of 
recall action

Assess the recall, remedy, plain 
language wording

Publish: ProductSafety.gov.au

Advertise, provide remedies, adjust the 
strategy

Monitor progress, assess effectiveness, 
negotiate changes to strategy

Finalise the recall

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is the process a typical recall will take,First a supplier is alerted to a product safety issue and take recall action. . Suppliers then submit a recall notification tous within 2 days of taking recall actionWe then assess the recall, and gather information to understand the risk, the number of affected products. We negotiate with the supplier to make sure they offer consumers a proper remedy and it is in line with the consumer guarantees regime. We make sure the wording of the recall notice is in plain language and accurately informs consumers of why it is being recalled and what they need to do.   Once the recall notice is approvedwepublish the recall notice on the Product Safety Australia website.The recalls monitoring team assess the strategy, and will often negotiate with the supplier to do more, esp if high risk and incidents have occurred. We set up a reporting schedule so we track the recall. This information includes return rates, what advertising they’ve done, any complaints or injuries.We will assess the recall at various stages, looking at any complaints, injuries, if the recall is being advertised.When we have assessed that a supplier has done enough, we tell the supplier that we no longer require regular reports. However the supplier needs to continue to provide remedies to consumers and report any serious injury, illnesses or death. We can request that suppliers restart reporting to us. We will only close a recall when all products under the recall have been remedied. 



Monitoring and escalating recalls
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Escalate the recall
• Meet with us to discuss strategy
• Add a message to the recall notice
• Issue a safety alert
• Media statement
• Compulsory information notice
• Enforcement action
• Safety warning notice
• Compulsory recall

Assessing effectiveness
• Injuries/illness or death
• Complaints
• Progress
• Risk
• Defect and failure rate
• How the recall was 

advertised

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
we monitor recalls that we’re the responsible regulator for.  We use the information from progress reports plus our own knowledge to understand how effective their recall is. When we assess a recall, we look at what injuries have occurred and how many. We check if we have received any complaints about the recall, if there are complaints online such as in Facebook groups, product review websites and online forums, and if these have been resolved.We want to understand how many products have been returned We like to see what the return rate is over time and we are looking to establish benchmarks for the different product categories.We need to understand if the risk level has changed since the start of the recall and the defect and failure rate if knownWe also want to review the recall advertising and if the supplier is doing enough.When we assess the recall to see how effective it is. After reviewing the recall, we may request the supplier reviews its communications strategy and offer suggestions in line with the recall guidelines. This includes other ways to advertise, improve the messaging, and repeating the comms.Sometimes we will escalate a recall. This includes when incidents and injuries continue to occur, ,  consumers are not responding to the recall message, or if we are not satisfied the supplier is doing enough.Escalate the recall:We may also consider:adding a message to the recall notice on our website to include our view issuing a safety alertissuing a media statement about our assessment of the risk and concerns about the productrequiring that the supplier gives information to us under a compulsory information noticeenforcement action for engaging in misleading or deceptive conduct recommending that the Commonwealth Minister issues a safety warning notice. This is a formal warning that tells consumers and suppliers about consumer goods or product-related services that may cause injury or are under investigationrecommending that the Commonwealth Minister issues a compulsory recall.



Guideline for suppliers

Guidance

• Our expectations of suppliers

• Legislative requirements

• Accessible

• Learnings from Takata 
compulsory recall

• Behavioural insights

• Australian and international 
research

• ACCC’s role in assessing, 
monitoring and escalating 
recalls
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Tools for suppliers

• Sample recall plan

• Advertising templates and 
sample wording

• Supplier checklist

• Risk assessment template 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In April this year we released our new guidelines for suppliers to conduct an effective product safety recall.The guidelines inform them of Their legal obligations Our policies including what we expect of suppliers when conducting a] recall,  andour role in assessing, monitoring and escalating them andSimplified advice from a broad range of resources to improve effectiveness.This includes learnings from the compulsory Takata airbag recall, Australian and international research into recall effectiveness including behavioural insightsWe incorporated behavioural insights and user experience design into the guidelines to increase usability for suppliers. The guidelines include tools to support suppliers when recalling a product. Such as:a checklist they can use throughout the entire processtemplates and examples of good advertising across different mediumssample messages that encourage consumers to responda sample risk assessment template, anda sample recall plan



Improve recall effectiveness

Remedy

• Make it easy to receive a remedy

• Add incentives: gift vouchers, discounts for future 
purchases

Tell people about the recall

• Clear description of the defect and hazard

• Communicate directly: emails, letters, phone, SMS

• Advertise using different channels, including how the 
product was advertised

• Personalise and tailor the message

• Communicate early and often with the supply chain

• Advertise early and repeat the message

Track, review, report and adjust

• Establish a complaint process

• Monitor how many remedies you provide

• Adjust the strategy if consumers aren’t responding

• Send us progress reports – we can help with the 
strategy
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I’ll briefly go through what we expect from suppliers to improve their recalls effectiveness, and then I want to show you some sample communication messages and templates that we developed.RemedyMake it easy to receive a remedyAdd incentives: gift vouchers, discounts for future purchasesTell people about the recallClear description of the defect and hazard – avoid technical jargon and tell consumers what the most severe possible injury is, including deathCommunicate directly: emails, letters, phone, SMS. We know that consumers expect to be contacted directly from suppliers about product recallsAdvertise using different channels, including how the product was advertisedPersonalise and tailor the message. Use the consumers name if known, and use language such as ‘you’ instead of ‘consumers’Communicate early and often with the supply chain – the supply chain can use their own comms channels to get the message out, and they want to know what they need to do when consumers approach them.Advertise early and repeat the message. Research tells us that it can take up to 6 messages before some people will act. And the earlier they receive the message, the higher chance they will respond.  Track, review, report and adjustEstablish a complaint process and resolve these quickly. Suppliers may need to adjust their strategy to improve a recall with this informationMonitor how many remedies are provided as this informs suppliers how effective their campaign isAdjust the strategy if consumers aren’t responding – this includes finding different ways to reach consumers, changing the remedy or making it easier to receive the remedySend us progress reports – we can help with the strategy.



Sample recall messages

Known consumers

• Our records indicate that you purchased the product in 
[Month Year}

Ask consumer to check if they own the recalled product

• Do you have a [brand] baby capsule in the backseat of 
your car?

• Do you have a [product] in your kitchen?

• Check your garden shed for [product].

For consumer goods that have caused injury or death

• This product has caused injuries to people

• The defect has occurred and caused injuries to 
consumers

• This product has been known to kill or injure people.

Call to action statements

• Stop using the [product] immediately and return to the 
place of purchase for a full refund.

• Remove [product] from your child’s toy box and return 
it to us for a replacement

• Visit our store and we’ll fix the issue for you on the 
spot. No bookings necessary.

Follow up messages

• We sent you information about a recalled product you 
may still have in your home, but we haven’t heard from 
you yet.

• Since the start of the recall we have given refunds to 
[insert amount] consumers. If you are unable to return 
the [product] , call or email us to arrange another way.

• XX% of consumer have already claimed their refund 
for the recalled product. Return yours so you too can 
claim your refund. Product Safety9

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[add an image for this slide]In our new guidelines we provided suppliers with a recalls communications package.This provides sample messages suppliers can use in their recall advertisements. They incorporate behavioural insights and our expectations with recall messages.[read from the screen]
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Sample recall advertisements

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Finally, I would like to show you some of the templates and example recall adverts suppliers can use to help develop their advertisements. On the left we have a sample in store recall advert. This includes information about the product and an image. We have also added in a message for consumers to check at home if they own the product, and the option to add a supplier generated QR code to learn more about the recall.In the middle is a sample email. This is similar to the instore ad. We have also demonstrated how suppliers can add details for the national relay service for hearing impaired consumers, and contacts for the translating and interpreting service for consumers who speak another language. And on the right up the top is an example in how to set up a social media post, and below that is a sample text message for known consumers.
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Thank you

ProductSafety.gov.au 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You can find our new product safety recall guidelines for suppliers online.  Go to product safety.gov.au and hover over the recalls heading up the top. [image]
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